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Netflix finally brings its internationally proven SVoD 

service to the largest European market. 

Strategic Rationale 
 Netflix dominates the local US market where growth rates slow down; to satisfy their shareholders Netflix needs an 

international growth story and thus consequently rolls out its successful service internationally (currently, Netflix has 

already launched in most countries of North and South America, and some Northern European countries) 

 Germany is one of the largest economies worldwide, but its SVoD and overall Pay TV market are still underdeveloped 

and therefore promise a huge subscriber and revenue potential for Netflix 

 Netflix positions itself as an entertainment service, being an alternative to existing SVoD and TVoD services as well as to 

linear TV offerings 

Offering Details 
Proposition: You will always find something you want to watch 

at Netflix, even if you didn’t know that content before. 

Pricing: Pricing depends on the quality and number of parallel 

streams and starts at 7,99€ for one concurrent SD stream 

Content: Emphasis on TV shows and some local content 

Features: Strong recommendations feature and multiscreen 

experience 

Devices: Broad coverage across all device classes 

source: veed analytics 
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The Netflix movie catalogue relies heavily on assets 

also available at most of the SVoD competitors. 

 

#3 among German services 

5% exclusive on Netflix 

5% also available at others 

 

#4 among German services 

1% exclusive on Netflix 

12% also available at others 

veed Current 100 TV shows by Amazon/ Media Markt DVD sales rank as of 

August 2014/ IMdB All-time lists as of August 31st   

source: veed analytics/ content catalogues as of CW 36 2014 

! Netflix starts in Germany with a decent selection of movie classics such as 

the Rocky saga, Catch me if you can and Inception, but the overall movies 

catalogue remains fragmented 

! The “veed Current 400 movies” reference list consists of 100 most 

successful movies at the box office in Germany in 2010, ‘11, ‘12 and ’13; 

Netflix currently offers an overall share of 10% of this list, including box 

office hits such as The Blind Side, Shrek forever after and Thor 

! Local hits from the Current 400 movies list are not offered by Netflix; still, 

about 100 mostly older selected local movies such as Sonnenallee, Bang 

Boom Bang, and Gegen die Wand are available 

! The “IMdB All-Time 100 movies” reference list consists of the 100 currently 

best rated movies at IMdB; Netflix from the start offers 13% of this list with 

all-time favorites such as Departed, the Matrix and Terminator 2 

! So far, Netflix does not produce original movies with the exception of some 

documentaries 

10% 
veed Current 

400 movies 

13% 
IMdB All-Time 

100 movies 
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Regarding TV Shows, Netflix brings its original 

content to the game to differentiate its service. 

 

#2 among German services 

9% exclusive on Netflix 

21% also available at others 

 

#2 among German services 

8% exclusive on Netflix 

7% also available at others 

veed Current 100 TV shows by Amazon/ Media Markt DVD sales rank as of 

August 2014/ IMdB All-time lists as of August 31st   

source: veed analytics/ content catalogues as of CW 36 2014 

! The initial TV shows catalogue offered by Netflix is strong on the drama 

side, covering recent hit shows such as Breaking Bad, The Walking Dead, and 

Dexter 

! Netflix brings its own original content to Germany with the likes of House of 

Cards, Orange is the New Black, Hemlock Grove and Arrested Development 

! With Fargo, Netflix shows that it is willing to compete with traditional Pay 

TV operators for content: The much acclaimed US drama series will have its 

German premiere exclusively on Netflix 

! Netflix also offers some local German TV shows, mostly from the public 

broadcasters ARD and ZDF such as Lerchenberg and Mord mit Aussicht 

! The “veed Current 100 TV Shows” reference list consists of the 100 

currently most successful TV shows (per season) by DVD sales via Amazon and 

Media Markt in Germany; series available at Netflix are Sherlock,  

Breaking Bad and the Big Bang Theory and many others 

! The “IMdB All-Time 100 TV Shows” reference list consists of the 100 

currently best rated TV Shows at IMdB; Netflix from the start offers some 

selected seasons of Archer, Dexter and Doctor Who and many others 

30% 
veed Current 

100 TV Shows 

15% 
IMdB All-Time 

100 TV Shows 
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Netflix enters a crowded market with fierce 

competition for content in Germany. 

veed Current lists: top movies/ TV shows by sales (box office ‘10-’13/ DVD) 

IMdB all-time lists: top movies/ TV shows by IMdB rating 

source: veed analytics/ content catalogues as of September 8th 
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Netflix is more than content: The SVoD role model is 

constantly optimizing its service quality on all levels. 

! Netflix brings an internationally proven product with a 

superior service quality to the German market 

! Netflix invests heavily in maintaining and improving its 

vast metadata information 

! Based on this metadata, the service brings the 

worldwide most advanced and long-time proven 

recommendations engine to Germany  

! The user interface and interaction design are 

constantly being tweaked and improvements are  

A/B-tested to ensure the best possible user experience 

! Netflix puts a high emphasis on content delivery and 

goes the extra mile on the technology side of its service 

! The service also jumps into the world of broadband 

providers: In all of its markets Netflix publishes a 

transparent ISP speed index, and lately negotiated 

peering agreements with various broadband providers 

in the USA 

source: veed analytics, ispspeedindex.netflix.com 
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Price 

Minimum price per 

month without 

discounts 

3. 
7,99€ 

2. 
4,08€ 

5. 
8,99€ 

1. 
3,99€ 

3. 
7,99€ 

Content Offering 

Overall content 

breadth and 

attractiveness 

3. 
Largest SVoD 

catalogue, strong 

with P7S1 content 

1. 
Most of the current 

movies and TV 

shows 

2. 
Outperforms the 

competition in IMdB 

All-Time list 

4. 
Very limited 

catalogue 

 

2. 
Many exclusive TV 

shows, limited 

movie section 

Service Quality 

UX/UI, features, 

streaming quality, 

device penetration 

3. 
Constantly 

expanding device 

penetration 

2. 
Benefits from global 

app approach 

 

4. 
Only limited feature 

set and device 

penetration 

5. 
Only limited feature 

set and device 

penetration 

1. 
Strong reco feature 

and overall user 

experience 

Ecosystem Strength 
2. 

P7S1 channels and 

platforms 

1. 
Amazon online 

services/ hardware 

5. 
no ecosystem 

 

3. 
Sky platform and 

channels 

5. 
no ecosystem 

 

Netflix brings an international proven service to the 

German market, but Amazon tops the benchmarking. 

source: veed analytics 
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Bottom line: What the Netflix launch in Germany 

means for the other market participants. 

Existing SVoD Services 

Beware the global SVoD powerhouse: 

The competition just got intense. 

TVoD Services 

Netflix could initiate a boost for SVoD 

services in Germany – you better keep 

offering the most current content. 

Pay TV Services 

Get used to a strong new competitor 

for content rights, creative talents and 

your customers media budget. 

TV Operators 

Don’t worry – Netflix won’t make 

Germany to a country of cord cutters, 

but consider bringing Netflix to your 

set-top box platforms. 

Broadcasters 

Netflix will bid on more first run content 

rights than the other SVoD services, 

but also presents a new potential 

distribution platform for you. 

Content Owners 

Enjoy! A new customer with deep 

pockets has just arrived. 

source: veed analytics 
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Outlook: The German market still is in its early days, 

but a Netflixed Germany is only one of the scenarios. 

Keep updated for our VoD market 

model and forecast for Germany 

published later this year! 

If you would like to discuss the impact 

of Netflix market entry on your 

business or the different market 

scenarios, please get in touch with: 

www.veed-analytics.com  

Bernd Riefler 

Chief Marketing Officer 

 

veed analytics |  

+49 151 58243355 |  

bri@veed-analytics.com  

Scenario 1: Content rules in Netflixed Germany  

 Netflix launch initiates a significant boost for all SVoD services in Germany 

 Customers primarily decide based on the content offered at the services and 

value exclusive content as well as Netflix original content, and Netflix will 

soon dominate the German SVoD market 

 

Scenario 2: Ecosystems dominate in the price war 

 Customers value the price war already started by Amazon and snap, and 

Watchever and Maxdome soon follow this path 

 SVoD becomes an add-on for ecosystem subscriptions as already seen with 

Amazon Prime, and only few are willing to pay a premium for Netflix 

 

Scenario 3: Netflix and Maxdome stay premium in the SVoD market split 

 Two market segments develop, with Netflix and Maxdome presenting a 

content focused approach and Amazon and snap being cheap alternatives 

 Netflix can not enter a dominating overall market position in this scenario, 

but only in the premium segment 

source: veed analytics 

http://www.veed-analytics.com/
http://www.veed-analytics.com/
http://www.veed-analytics.com/
mailto:bri@veed-analytics.com
mailto:bri@veed-analytics.com
mailto:bri@veed-analytics.com
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The Netflix Launch 

About veed analytics 
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veed enables you to design, develop and position 

outstanding video services 

Let world class services inspire your product development 

Beat your competition by knowing them better than they do 

Always be one step ahead and surprise your customers 

Learn from outstanding services and reduce your time-to-market  
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standalone products veed subscription 

Drive your business with the veed analytics services: 

As standalone products or as a subscription 

Analyst 
Sessions 

Market 
Reports 

Data 

Snapshots 

standalone 

Workshop 

standalone 

Snapshot 

standalone 

Report and xls 

Database 

Bi-annual  

Analyst Sessions 

Snapshots upon 

availability 

Quarterly 

Updates of 

Market Report 

and xls Database 
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Analyst Sessions: Get the relevant insights and hands-

on experience for a national market in one session 

Exemplary Analyst Session Agenda Experience Center 
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Reports: Leading cable operators make HD channels 

a commodity in their basic packages 

22 

33 

24 

79 

35 

36 

Pay Basic

“Basic” are channels offered in standard packages,  

“Pay” means add-on HD-channels at extra cost 

Duplicates and regional variants of channels are only considered as one channel 

Changes in HD channel offering in 2014 

source: veed analytics & company websites (as of July 2014) 
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Kabel Deutschland and unitymedia both 
boosted their basic TV package with a 
massive improvement of available HD 
channels 
 
At unitymedia, the package “HD-
Kabelanschluss” which only costs 1€ more 
than the package “Digital TV” is being 
considered the basic package 
 
Entertain still offers most HD channels in 
Germany (including available Sky channels) 

! 

! 

! 
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Data: UPC Romania pursues a tiered packaging 

approach combined with additional themed packages 

source: veed analytics & company websites (as of May 2014) 
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Snapshots: P7S1 has launched 7TV as their central 

cross-channel OTT hub for catch up and live TV 

Strategic Rationale 
 Establish a central platform for P7S1 content and overcome channel boundaries 

 Satisfy customers video entertainment needs with one cross-channel offering that is available on mobile screens 

 Understand the changing viewing behavior better and gain experience with new usage scenarios for video content 

 Introduce a new umbrella b2c-brand to market the P7S1 content portfolio 

Offering Details 
Proposition: Find video entertainment in multiple usage scenarios 

Pricing: Catch up content: free  

 Live TV: 2,99€/month 

Content: Catch up content (clips and full episodes; currently 

available only for ProSieben, Sat.1, kabel eins and sixx content) 

and live TV streaming (available for all six P7S1 free TV channels) 

Features: Backwards EPG, watch later functionality, favorites, 

social sharing 

Devices: iPad, iPhone, iPod touch, Android tablets and 

smartphones; Windows Mobile support announced for end of June 

source: veed analytics 
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veed subscription package overview 

veed package 

“On Demand USA” 
veed package 

“On Demand Germany” 

veed package 
“Linear CEE” 

further individual  

veed packages 

! Content benchmarking by attractiveness and 

exclusivity 

! Pricing benchmarking by SD/HD rental and EST 

! Content and pricing analysis on studio level 

! Market trends and strategic implications 

! coming soon: Market model 

SVoD TVoD 

veed package 
“Linear Germany” 

6 Bulgarian services 

9 Croatian services 

7 Estonian services 

7 Latvian services 

8 Lithuanian services 

! Content benchmarking by overall number of 

channels and number of HD channels 

! Development of channel lineups 

! Packaging strategy by service 

! Channel universe diversity per country 

! Channel penetration over multiple countries 

10 Polish services 

6 Romanian services 

7 Slovenian services 

4 Ukrainian services 
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veed offers unique international video 

service analytics. As a subscriber you 

receive thorough reports, insights and 

analyst sessions in our unique experience 

center enabling you to maximize your 

business and to design outstanding video 

products. 

Bernd Riefler 

Chief Marketing Officer 

 

veed analytics | www.veed-analytics.com  

+49 151 58243355 | bri@veed-analytics.com  
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